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Particles vs. Patterns -- 

Verbal Guideposts in Speaking Japanese  

Sentence patterns are often referred to in discussing language learning. Once one 

manages to get an ability to understand and speak a sufficient number of sentence 

patterns, one will be speaking the new language, or so the thinking goes. 

But what about Japanese? It's not much of an overstatement to say that there are no 

sentence patterns in Japanese. And if such in fact is the case, then at first glance this 

might present somewhat of a problem to a person trying to get a basic command of the 

language. 

However . . . 

Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 
Tanaka-san gave 

This is a legitimate utterance in Japanese, though it is not a sentence (or "sentence 

pattern") in terms of English grammar. The equivalent English would be something like: 

http://users.tmok.com/~tumble/jpp/pars.html


[He] gave [that] [book] [to] Tanaka-san. 

As is apparent, the English sentence has a subject (He) and an object (that book), in 

addition to the verb (gave) and indirect object (Tanaka-san), whereas the Japanese 

utterance has only an indirect object (Tanaka-san) and a verb (agemasita). Therefore 

the Japanese utterance is not a sentence, at least not by English standards.  

But by Japanese standards it is a very acceptable utterance. The subject and object are 

simply supplied by the listener on the basis of the context of what is being said, and the 

relationship between the two words in the utterance is indicated by the function of the 

structural particle ni, which has no inherent "meaning" in and of itself. This central 

aspect of Japanese greatly simplifies learning to speak the language, provided you 

approach your learning from the proper angle. And the "proper angle" is an 

understanding of structural particle usage and an awareness that there are utterances in 

Japanese, but no sentences. 

It is of course possible to speak an utterance in Japanese that is fully acceptable in terms 

of English grammar. Let's take a look at the following: 

kare wa kinou sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

(he) (yesterday) (that book) (Tanaka-san) (gave) 

"He gave that book (to) Tanaka-san yesterday." 

Aha! you say. Ken Butler has just told me that there are no sentences in Japanese, and 

then he proceeds to produce something that viewed from any angle has to be a sentence. 

It has a subject (kare), an object (sono hon), a verb (agemasita) and even an indirect 

object (Tanaka-san). And there is also a "time word", kinou. If that isn't a sentence, 

I've never seen one, you say. 

Well, you got me. I admit that it's a sentence. But I hasten to add that hearing such a 

sentence spoken in normal Japanese conversation is a rather rare occurrence. 

A fundamental problem with some of the available Japanese language textbooks is that 

in an effort to include "sentence patterns" for students to learn, the authors of the 

textbooks tend to opt for "sentences" such as the one above, which I quote again: 

kare wa kinou sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

(he) (yesterday) (that book) (Tanaka-san) (gave) 

"He gave that book (to) Tanaka-san yesterday." 

Whereas in actual spoken Japanese, you are more likely to hear the following utterance, 

instead of the complete "sentence": 

agemasita. ---> "(Someone) gave (something) (to) (someone)." 

This is an acceptable and very common type of utterance in Japanese. The first 

"someone", the "something", and the second "someone" (and maybe a few other little 

details) are all understood on the basis of the context of the conversation. 



So in spoken Japanese, instead of our long "sentence" above that conforms to English 

grammar, you are more apt to hear (and hopefully speak) the following in a 

conversation intended to convey the meaning of the long sentence above: 

1. kinou agemasita. 

---> (Someone) yesterday gave (something) (to) (someone). 

2. sono hon o agemasita. 

--->(Someone) gave that book (to) (someone). 

3. kare wa agemasita. 

---> He gave (something) (to) (someone). 

4. sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

---> (Someone) gave that book (to) Tanaka-san. 

5. kare wa Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

---> He gave (something) (to) Tanaka-san. 

6. kinou Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

---> Yesterday (someone) gave (something) (to) Tanaka-san. 

7. kare wa kinou Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

---> Yesterday he gave (something) (to) Tanaka-san. 

8. kinou sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

---> Yesterday (someone) gave that book (to) Tanaka-san. 

and there are still several more possiblities that you would probably hear before you 

heard: 

kare wa kinou sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

In the each of the above numbered utterances, the "someone", "something", and second 

"someone" are understood on the basis of the context of the conversation. But more 

importantly, the meanings of the utterances are understood on the basis of the structural 

particles used (and of course the meaning of the words that are used.) 

In Utterance Number 1, above: 

kinou agemasita. 
---> (Someone) yesterday gave (something) (to) (someone). 

There are no particles, but there is a "time word". Particles are not required after 

time words. So therefore it is a simple straightforward utterance: "Yesterday gave.", 

and you understand everything else on the basis of the context. 

Utterance Number 2: 

sono hon o agemasita. 
--->(Someone) gave that book (to) (someone). 

Here we have the classic o particle utterance: an "object-verb" utterance. 

The function of the structural particle o tells us that what precedes it is the 

object of the verb that follows it, and everything else is understood from the 

context. 

Utterance Number 3: 

kare wa agemasita. 
---> He gave (something) (to) (someone). 

Here we have another "classic" utterance: The function of the structural particle wa 



indicates that what comes before it is the topic, and the verb completes the utterance. 

Everything else that is required to understand the utterance is understood on the basis of 

context. 

Utterance Number 4: 

sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 
---> (Someone) gave that book (to) Tanaka-san. 

Now things become a little clearer. This utterance uses both the structual particles o and 

ni. Therefore, without referring to context, we know that the verb is going to act on 

sono hon, and the "to whom" the hon is given is going to be Tanaka-san.  

Utterance Number 5: 

kare wa Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 
---> He gave (something) (to) Tanaka-san. 

Here we have a topic indicated by the structural particle wa that follows it, and an 

indirect object indicated by the structural particle ni that follows it. So, when a Japanese 

hears kare followed by the particle wa, the Japanese knows that kare is going to be the 

"topic" of the utterance, and that what follows will make a comment, so to speak, about 

the topic. Next comes Tanaka-san followed by the structural particle ni, so the 

Japanese knows that Tanaka-san will be toward whom the action of a verb that follows 

will be directed. Then the Japanese hears agemasita, "gave", and thereby knows that 

kare, the "topic" of the sentence gave something to Tanaka-san, and the Japanese 

immediately mentally supplies this "something" on the basis of the context of what is 

being said. Since the Japanese is a native speaker of Japanese, he or she is probably not 

consciously aware of supplying the missing parts, since this is the way Japanese speak 

Japanese. One naturally provides whatever missing parts are required to understand an 

utterance. Otherwise communication would be impossible. 

Utterance Number 6: 

kinou Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 
---> Yesterday (someone) gave (something) (to) Tanaka-san. 

Here the listener hears the time word kinou, "yesterday", which doesn't require a 

particle but which does tip the listener off to the fact that the verb at the end of the 

utterance will probably be in the past tense. Next comes Tanaka-san followed by ni, 

and then the past tense verb agemasita, and the listener at that point knows that 

someone gave Tanaka-san something yesterday, and associates that with the context and 

knows that the missing parts are "he" and "book". 

Utterance Number 7: 

kare wa kinou Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 
---> Yesterday he gave (something) (to) Tanaka-san. 

The speaker here is allowing him or her self to be a little less laconic, and has provided 

everything necessary to understand the utterance without reference to context, except 

the object of the verb (which by English standards might be considered somewhat 

crucial to the meaning). 

Utterance Number 8: 

kinou sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 
---> Yesterday (someone) gave that book (to) Tanaka-san. 

And here, on the basis of the meaning the speaker intends to convey, he or she has given 



the listener both the direct and indirect objects, and has indicated that they are such by 

using the particles o and ni. 

- * - * - * - 

Well, where does all this leave us in our quest to learn Japanese?  

On the basis of the above list of utterances, one might conclude that instead of having 

just one pattern sentence to learn, one has an almost infinite number of utterances to 

learn, with each one of them having very little relationship to the others.  

But fortunately, that is not the case. 

Although there are no sentence patterns in the Japanese language, there is a finite 

number of basic structural particle patterns. And this is one of the major features of the 

Japanese language that makes it an easy language to learn to speak. You just learn a few 

basic structural particle patterns, and practice speaking them and the major 

modifications they can undergo in normal conversation where the speaker usually only 

provides the part of a basic structural particle pattern that the listener cannot determine 

from the context of the conversation.  

You of course have to learn some vocabulary, too, but in the initial stages at least, 

vocabulary is acquired as a matter of course in learning to speak the basic structural 

particle patterns. Once you are speaking "basic Japanese" in this fashion, then you can 

acquire additional vocabulary on the basis of using the language for productive 

purposes.  

If a student of Japanese acquires a productive ability in using, and understanding, these 

structural particle patterns (which aren't all that numerous), and has practice in both 

hearing and speaking the parts of the particle patterns that can be spoken alone (with the 

rest of each particle pattern understood from context), then the student is well on the 

way to speaking Japanese. 

For the above utterances 1. through 8., and also for the long utterance that conforms to 

rules of English grammar, the structural particle pattern is: 

 
Structural Particle Pattern 

The graphic below illustrates how the above 1. through 8. utterances fit into this 

Structural Particle Pattern 



 
 

8 Utterances Structural Particle Pattern 

All of the parts of the above structural particle pattern schematic that are in brackets [ ] 

can be omitted at the descretion of the speaker from an utterance that uses this particle 

pattern, and the listener will understand them on the basis of the context. In the above 

schematic, if you look closely, you will see that this means that all of the parts of the 

pattern except the verb at the end can be omitted. 

Well then, you might say, how does a Japanese know on the basis of hearing only a verb 

and nothing else that the speaker is actually using the above long structural particle 

pattern. And the answer to this legitimate question is, as I've continually indicated: 

context. If the speaker is speaking on the basis of a context that requires a topic, a verb 

object, and an indirect object (and possibly a time word, and maybe an adverb), then the 

listener knows that the speaker is in effect speaking the above structural particle pattern 

when he or she says agemasita, and it is the responsibility of the listener to provide the 

missing parts. 

But if you, as a foreign learner of the Japanese language, haven't practiced speaking and 

hearing the above structural particle pattern, and haven't also practiced speaking and 

hearing at least enough of the variations on the pattern in which various parts are left out, 

then when you hear the verb agemasita there is a good chance that it will have no more 

meaning to you than the verb "gave" would in English when spoken all alone. 

And this is where many students who have studied Japanese for a couple of years using 

standard textbooks run into a problem when they come to Japan and try to speak with 

real Japanese. If they have perservered in their studies, they will know quite a few 

"sentence patterns" and will have a command of quite a bit of basic vocabulary. But this 

will not have prepared them to understand and respond effectively to a Japanese when 

he or she says 

agemasita 
while really meaning 

kare wa kinou sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

A question I've heard innumerable times from people trying to learn to speak Japanese 

is: 

"I know all of the basic sentence patterns of Japanese, so why is it that I can't 

understand what Japanese are saying, and why is it that they seem to get so impatient 

with me when I try to say something?" 



The reason why Japanese get impatient with a non-Japanese, specially a non-Japanese 

native 

English speaker, is that the non-Japanese tends to continually try to include too much of 

what, 

to the Japanese, is extraneous information, in his or her utterances. 

A very simple example: 

A Japanese asks: susi ga suki? or susi ga suki desu ka. ---> (Do) (you) like sushi? 

The non-Japanese responds: hai, boku (or watasi) wa susi ga suki desu. ---> Yes, I 

like sushi. 

Right here the Japanese senses that something is wrong with the non-Japanese's speech. 

Since 

there are just the two of them carrying on the conversation, why has the non-Japanese 

insisted 

on saying boku wa or watasi wa?. And why does the non-Japanese insist on repeating 

susi ga? 

Any fool can understand that the non-Japanese has to be referring to him or her self, and 

that on  

the basis of the context the object of suki, "like", is susi. So why clutter up a friendly 

conversation  

with extraneous matter? 

A non-native speaker of Japanese can probably get away with the above without 

destroying the 

flow of the conversation, since many Japanese today, due to the influence of English, 

will 

use boku or watasi when it really isn't required. But repeating the susi ga,would 

indicate that 

there was definitely something slightly strange about the non-Japanese's Japanese, and 

the  

Japanese listener would begin to feel somewhat uneasy.  

But then if after this exchange the Japanese asked a question, and the non-Japanese 

responded: 

kare wa kinou sono hon o Tanaka-san ni agemasita. 

when all that was requried by way of response was: agemasita, and if the non-Japanese 

continued to make similar other long responses within a short period of time, there is a 

very good possibility that the Japanese would attempt to switch into broken English, 

since it would be apparent to the Japanese that the non-Japanese can't speak Japanese. 

Here is a simple Zen kouan (a deliberately paradoxical statement designed to be 

meditated upon): 

"It's impossible to speak Japanese with Japanese people unless you can speak Japanese." 

(supposedly exclaimed by the Zen monk, Kenba [dates: ? - ?]) 



After a suitable period of meditation on this kouan, you (hopefully) will achieve at least 

partial enlightenment to the effect that unless you can speak Japanese in a manner that 

Japanese people are accustomed to hearing, it isn't Japanese. 

In a country such as the United States, one hears all sorts of English spoken, and 

Americans, for the most part, are accustomed to hearing people speak English using 

constructions and such differently from the way they themselves speak. But as we know, 

Japan is an insular nation. The average Japanese has never, still today, heard Japanese 

spoken by anyone other than another Japanese. And in terms of what has been described 

above, all Japanese speak Japanese the same way. Ergo, it you don't speak Japanese the 

same way, you aren't speaking Japanese. And since all Japanese have had at least six 

years of exposure to English in middle school and high school, if they find themselves 

in a situation in which the person they are talking to doesn't seem to be speaking 

Japanese, they will usually try to switch the conversation into English, regardless of 

what actual level of ability they may have in that language. And the non-Japanese 

learner of Japanese has at that point missed another chance to gain experience in 

speaking Japanese as she's spoken. 

 
(The content of this CyberTutorial is based in part on Part Two (Particle Pattern 7) of 

Unit Four 

of Butler Consulting's Let's Speak Japanese CD-ROM, and Lesson Six (Structural 

Pattern 10) 

of Butler Consulting's JapaneseForEveryone CD-ROM, where it's presented with 

tutorial comment 

and digitized Japanese sound and sample utterances for interactive "hear and speak" 

practice.) 
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How to Understand a Japanese "sentence" 

During the ten years I directed the Inter-Univerisity Center for  

Japanese Language Studies, at the beginning of the 10-month intensive  

program we would spend the morning classroom hours on spoken Japanese,  

and the afternoon class hours on reading Japanese. All of the students  

who attended the Center had at least two years of previous college level  

study of Japanese and had some familiarity with kanji, so for the first  

six weeks of reading classes each year we would develop reading materials  

with full vocabularies using current event newspaper articles (and videos  

of news broadcasts and such) in order to get the students up to speed  

in contemporary vocabulary.  

But throughout the ten years we offered the "newspaper course" it was  

apparent that only a few of the students each year had the ability to  

figure out how to understand sentences. This was not restricted to students  

from just some colleges or universities. It applied equally to students  

from 10 or 15 different colleges or universities each year. As I thought  

about why such would be the case, I thought back to my own experiences in  

college courses aimed at teaching students to read Japanese.  

The usual procedure would go something like this:  

The students would assemble for the class, supposedly having already worked  

out all of the difficult points in the passage they had been assigned to  

read. Then the professor would call on a student to read a sentence and  

translate it into English. The student would stumble through reading the  

sentence in Japanese, and then take a deep breath and try to make some sense  

out of it in English.  



The student's efforts would usually not be satisfactory, so the professor,  

with a slightly pained look on his face, would call on another student to  

go through the same process. Since the first student's efforts at translation  

were obviously not acceptable, the second student would attempt to make some  

slight modification to the "translation" the first student had given. But  

more often than not this effort also was not acceptable, and the professor,  

with an even more pained look on his face, would call upon a third student  

...and so forth.  

Usually there was not enough class time available for the professor to actually  

give us the "correct" translation, or to teach us simple procedures for  

determining the actual meaning of the Japanese sentences that that been discussed, 

and a student was left with only the satisfaction that even if he or she couldn't  

translate the sentences, none of the other students could either, and since  

Japanese was understood to be a somewhat vague and obtuse language, probably  

the translations that had been given for each sentence in class were about as  

close to the real meaning as one could get.  

Well, I haven't had any contact with college classes in reading Japanese in  

quite a number of years, and I assume (and hope) that there has been a great  

deal of improvement. But in case you have had problems in knowing how to  

approach a Japanese sentence that you don't understand, perhaps the following  

will be of help:  

Parsing a Japanese "sentence"  

If you understand how the structure of a typical Japanese "sentence" is put  

together, and if you have an understanding of how Japanese particles act as  

guideposts in telling you how each part of a "sentence" relates to the other  

parts, there is no Japanese sentence which defies understanding, or rendition  

into the English language.  

First, embedded in each Japanese "sentence" or utterance is what, for lack of  

a better term, I call the "core sentence".  

And how does one find out what the core sentence is?  

You take a look at the sentence, usually beginning at the end of the sentence,  

and try to find the part of the sentence that is the minimal part that makes  

sense, both in terms of Japanese logic and English logic -- that is, a verb,  

and the main particle that is associated with it.  

For example:  

Tanaka-san no hanasi ni yoreba, souridaijin wa mou sugu naikaku  

kaizou o okonau yotei desu.  

So we start at the end of the sentence, and see the verb desu.  



desu means, basically, "is". So, we know that the force of this  

sentence is that it's a statement of fact. Then we work backwards to the  

next word, yotei. 

yotei has a basic meaning of "expectation", and it doesn't seem to help us  

much at this point, so, while keeping it in mind, we again work backwards.  

We next come to the word okonau. This seems to have possibilities, since  

it looks like it might be a verb. So, we take a look at what precedes it, and  

there before our eyes is the structural particle o. We know that the function  

of o is to indicate that what precedes it is going to be acted on by a verb that  

follows it, so we take a look at what precedes it. And the word is kaizou,  

modified by the word naikaku (we know that one Japanese "noun" can precede  

another one to modify it), so we look in the dictionary and find out that naikaku  

has the English equivalent of "Cabinet" and kaizou has the English equivalent of  

"reorganization". We also look in the dictionary and see that okonau is in fact a  

verb with the English equivalent of "carry out". We reflect upon this news for a second,  

and then realize that with the words naikaku kaizou o okonau we may perhaps  

have found the "core sentence", since we know that one of the most common acceptable  

utterences in Japanese is a noun followed by the particle o which is then followed  

by a verb.  

So, we have: 

naikaku kaizou o okonau  
Cabinet reorganization carry out 

We mentally transpose this to "carry out (a) Cabinet reorganization", and  

although we don't as yet have a subject for the sentence, it looks like we have  

an acceptable Japanese utterance. But it would help if we had a topic, (or  

subject, as is usually the case), so we continue our look backward and we see  

the words mou sugu ("quite soon"). But since these words don't seem  

central to the meaning of the sentence, we continue to look backwards and come  

to the structural particle wa.  

Now we've really found something of value, since we know that what precedes  

wa is going to be the topic of the sentence. So now, discarding for a moment  

all of the extraneous parts of the sentence, we end up with:  

souridaijin wa naikaku kaizou o okonau 
Prime Minister Cabinet reorganization carry out  

Transposing this into English, we get the sentence:  

"(The) Prime Minister (will?) carry out (a) Cabinet reorganization."  

[the verb okonau is in the "present" tense, which can also be used to  

indicate a future action, so we need to decipher the rest of the sentence  

before deciding what meaning to give it in English.]  



The above English seems to make pretty good sense, and we now have some  

confidence that we're well on the way to understanding the entire sentence.  

So, just to tidy things up, we continue looking backwards, and see that the sentence 

starts with the clause Tanaka-san no hanasi ni yoreba. Well, to make a long story 

short,  

this clause means "According to what Tanaka-san said", and so we start putting the  

other remaining parts of the sentence together:  

Tanaka-san no hanasi ni yoreba  

"According to what Tanaka-san said"  

souridaijin wa naikaku kaizou o okonau  
"(The) Prime Minister (will?) carry out (a) Cabinet reorganization."  

When will he carry it out?  

mou sugu "quite soon"  

And what does the long clause souridaijin wa naikaku kaizou o okonau modify?  

[A verb clause preceding a noun modifies the noun]  

yotei 
"expected"  

And what follows yotei?  

desu.  
"is" (in the sense that what precedes it is a statement of fact)  

So, now we put this all together, and we get an English translation as follows:  

"According to what Tanaka-san says, (the) Prime Minister is expected to carry  

out (a) Cabinet reorganization quite soon."  

It makes perfect sense, doesn't it.  

But common sense tells us that Japanese, when speaking or reading their language  

among themselves, do not perform these convoluted mental gynastics of waiting until  

a speaker or writer has completed a sentence and then working backwards to determine  

what the speaker or writer has said.  

If they don't do this,then what do they do?  

They understand the sentence as it is spoken.  

And how do they do this?  



They do it by hearing and understanding what the structural particles  

are telling them as they are spoken (or written) with regard to the  

relationships of the various parts of the sentence, as follows:  

Tanaka-san no hanasi ---> "Tanaka-san's talk" (or in English "what Tanaka-san said"  

ni yoreba ---> "according to" [Henderson, Handbook of Japanese Grammar, p. 211]  

Tanaka-san no hanasi ni yoreba ---> "According to what Tanaka-san said"  

souridaijin wa --- > "(the) Prime Minister . . ."  

[Here we know we have the topic of the sentence]  

Tanaka-san no hansi ni yoreba souridaiji wa --->  

"According to what Tanaka-san said, the Prime Minister ..."  

mou sugu nakaku kaizou o okonau --- >  

"quite soon (will) carry out (a) Cabinet reorganization" 

Tanaka-san no hanasi ni yoreba souridaijin wa mou sugu nakaku  

kaizou o okonau 
"According to what Tanaka-san said, (the) Prime Minister will quite  

soon carry out a Cabinet reorganization."  

If the sentence stopped here, okonau would be in its sentence-ending form:  

okonaimasu, and the above rendition of the sentence in English would be  

accurate. But since okonau is in the normal "present" tense form (sometimes  

referred to as the "dictionary form"), the Japanese listener or reader automatically  

knows that he or she has just heard a verb clause that will modify what comes next.  

And what comes next is yotei desu ---> "is expected"  

This then completes the sentence, and the Japanese listener or reader has understood  

each part of the sentence, and the complete sentence, as the speaker was speaking  

it, or as he or she was reading it.  

The moral of this story is that to understand (and speak and write) Japanese:  

  Acquire as much information as you can about the structure of Japanese sentences  

(such as preceding one noun by another to modify it or a verb clause preceding  

a noun modifying the noun, and so forth).  

  Learn the functions of the various structural particles in Japanese.  

  Pay attention as you hear it or read it to what each particle is telling you  

about the relationship of the part of the sentence the particle acts as a  

guidepost to.  

  Look up any vocabulary you don't know in your dictionary. 

And always keep in mind that there really are no "sentences" in Japanese.  

All there is is a series of utterances that are linked together by particles  

along with verbs and a few connecting words. And also always keep in mind  



that if the topic, the object, an the indirect object (and probably quite a  

few other things) of a particular utterance can be understood from the context,  

then the speaker or the writer has no obligation to state these parts of a  

"sentence" explicitly.  

That's all there is to it. 

(An extraneous comment:)  

I'm reminded of a young woman who many years ago used to broadcast 

lessons in "the Peking dialect" from Beijing. Every few minutes in her 

broadcast, she would use the phrase (in Chinese): "See how easy it is!"  

[with a tip of my hat to an old friend, Bill Lyell.]  

 
(The content of this CyberTutorial is based in part on Part Four of Unit Nine  

of Butler Consulting's Let's Speak Japanese CD-ROM, and Lesson Fourteen of  

Butler Consulting's JapaneseForEveryone CD-ROM, where it's presented with  

tutorial comment and digitized Japanese sound and sample utterances for  

interactive "hear and speak"practice.)  
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